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Abstract
Firewall plays a vital role in today’s security infrastructure over 
a network. In real world unrestricted access to the internet is a 
risk. Number of vulnerabilities is rising day by day.  Computer 
systems are more powerful now days for a business and it is very 
difficult to manage. Firewalls are most powerful now a day and 
it is deployed in most of the businesses and personal computer to 
maintain security of the organisations data to install a firewall is 
not enough for an organisation to maintain security.  Organisations 
must conduct security testing or firewall testing regularly to protect 
from the vulnerabilities. There are various types of testing tools 
available in the market to conduct testing.  Many organisations 
now a day rely on third party testing organisations to maintain 
more security.The main aim of the research work is to test the 
Firewall, understand the various firewalls testing conducted by 
the organisation and what are precautionary measures to be taken 
before conducting the firewall testing. In my Practical implemented 
Ping of Death, (Denial of Service Attack). First step have checked 
the Victim personal computer’s operating system and it is widows 
7 have set the default firewall in off mode. 
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I. Introduction
Firewall is a piece of program or hardware which monitors the 
flow of information from the internet to your computer. Typically 
a firewall is a barrier between inside and outside network which 
controls what gets in and comes out of a network (Imafidon).

 A. Importance of Firewall
Firewall is a computer security system which protects your personal 
computers or home computer. Without a firewall a computer 
may be in risk of viruses or from hackers. Firewall gives us a   
necessary safety and protection.  Firewalls are highly beneficial 
to the organisations which act as a security tool.  As internet usage 
is must for an organisation or network usage the data can passed 
through network either by the internal users of the organisation 
or by the hackers try to hack the data over the network. Thus the 
organisation and the users of the personal computers or computers 
must install a firewall to protect their data from internet or from 
intruders. (Gracie, 2007)

II. Types of Firewalls Available In Market
Hardware Firewall1. 
Software Firewall2. 

Hardware firewall is nothing but a piece of physical equipment 
which resides between internet and the computer. Example of 
hardware firewall is broadband router. The benefit of using 
hardware firewall is to protect the multiple computer system that 
is connected in network components. Software firewall is a piece of 
software application available in the market, which can be installed 

in the home Personal Computer. Mainly software firewalls are for 
an individual or home computer. Firewall uses use three types of 
filtering mechanisms (Slemp 2001) Packet Filtering, Proxy and   
Inspection.

A. Packet Filtering
Data flow includes packets of information, where in firewall 
analysis these packets and removes the unwanted packets. Packet 
filtering is done based on the set of protocol given by administrator.  
For example: If an administrator sets a rule stating that particular IP 
address is dangerous, all information receives from that particular 
address will be dropped.( Slemp 2001).

B. Proxy
In this method firewall assumes as the role of recipient and 
sends the reply to the client which has requested information 
vice versa.

C. Inspection
Inspection is the latest method which does not examine each and 
every packet; however it compares the particular key parts of 
the packets.  In this technology information transmitting from 
inside network to out side network is monitored with some of key 
characteristics and then the incoming information is compared 
with the characteristics. (Gracie, 2007).

D. Features of Firewall
When a person is choosing a firewall it is very important to find 
out the features of the firewall which helps the person to know 
the advantages of using a firewall. In terms of security if person 
buying a firewall he must find out the below mentioned features 
are available.

III. Security
Securing data and information of an organisation is very 
challenging in today’s environment. Computers in today’s era 
are more powerful but they are also very difficult to maintain.  In 
order to maintain the every organisation should have a security 
policy and should also test their computers periodically over the 
network.  Without a security policy or a  periodical checks over 
the internet the intruders have more scope to hack the data and 
may sell your data to your competitor, which may result in loss of 
you business. Maintaining security of data means different types 
of testing to be conducted on the networks. Before going through 
the network security testing I am going to discuss what are the 
vulnerabilities may occur if a proper security is not maintained 
(Kizza, 2009).

Vulnerability• 
Types of Security Vulnerabilities• 
Drain-Induced Barrier Lowering• 

In information technology and computer sciences security 
community vulnerability is nothing but a problem or a bug in 
configuration which allows the intruders to attack or break the 
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network security vulnerabilities may result from software bug, 
week passwords etc.

A. System Development Life Cycle
Every software organisation works on the basis of system 
development life cycle.  Security testing is conducted on different 
stages of system development life cycle.  Before going to discuss 
about system development life cycle I am going to discuss about 
various stages of the system development life cycle. A typical 
system development life cycle includes:

Initiation/Planning: In this stage the system describes its terms 1. 
purpose, mission and configuration. 
Development and Acquisition: In this stage the system is 2. 
developed and configures according to the requirements 
initiated on the initiation stage. 
Implementation and Installation: In this stage the system is 3. 
installed and combined with the other application usually 
on the network.
Operational and Maintenance: The system is operated 4. 
and maintained in this stage according its mission 
requirements.
Disposal: Disposal is the stage where the system life cycle 5. 
is completed and it will be removed or deactivated from the 
network.
Security testing must be conducted by the well trained and 6. 
capable staff.  Many organisations recruit individuals to take 
up this task who are already involved in system administrator. 
Organisations must ensure they provide number of system 
administrator with required skill to perform security 
testing.
As a result of testing administrators must patch many systems.  7. 
Applying patching to the system on a timely manner reduces 
the risk or vulnerability threat.  Organisations must make 
sure that more systems are patched; they should be tested as 
soon as possible.
As discussed the result of security testing may indicate 8. 
readdress the security architecture.  Organisations must 
identify the security requirements and readdress the security 
architecture. This include extra cost for the organisation, 
however this process will result in increase security to 
systems.

Understanding, capabilities and limitations of vulnerability tests. 
Vulnerability test may result in false positive scores, certain type 
of problems are beyond the detection of the vulnerability tools.  
Penetration testing is an effective and complement to vulnerability 
testing. However to conduct a penetration test organisations must 
need resources, requires much expertise and can be expensive. 
Organisations conducting vulnerability test should identify how 
well their testing scores indicate. (John 2003). As discussed in the 
NIST recommendations before organisation must prioritize the 
testing. Security testing must be done on mission critical systems. 
Mission critical system include routers and switches, intrusion 
detection system, web servers, email servers and other application 
servers and also other servers such as Domain name servers, or 
file servers.

B. Security Testing and Techniques
There are various types of security testing techniques. In this below 
section I am going to discuss the various types of testing of its 
strengths and weakness of each. There are some techniques which 
are manual it require individual to conduct the security test, some 
other test which are highly automated and done automatically 

without intervention of an individual. The various types of testing 
are as follows:

1. Network Scanning
Network scanning includes port scanners to identify all hosts 
connected to an organisations network such as file transfer protocol, 
hypertext transfer protocol, internet information server, and apache 
of hypertext transfer protocol service.  By implementing this type 
of scanning gives the list of active hosts, servers, switches, printers 
and routers which are operation on the particular space scanned by 
the port scanner.  Port scanner such and nmap identify the active 
hosts in the address specified by the TCP/IP (transfer control 
protocol/internet protocol) ICMP (Internet control message 
protocol) ECHO and ECHO reply packets.

2. Vulnerability Scanning
Vulnerability scanning inherits the concept of the port scanner.  
It works same as port scanner it identifies the open ports and 
hosts and it also provides the information about the vulnerability.  
Most of the vulnerability scanners in the market also provide 
information about the discovered vulnerability. Vulnerability 
scanners are very easy and fast way to find the vulnerabilities.  
Vulnerability scanners help to recognize the vulnerability in the 
host scanned and also identify the out date software versions, 
applicable patches and system upgrade of organisation security 
policy. ( Alhazmi, 2005)

3. Password Cracking
Password cracking programs can be used to identify weak 
passwords. Passwords are generally encrypted and stored in the 
form of hash.  When a user tries to login computer system when 
the user enters the id and password the password will be encrypted 
and converted into hash if that hash matches with the stored hash 
then the user can enter into the system.

C. Testing  of Firewall 
As discussed in the above firewall uses variety of technologies 
to guarantee security. The technologies might be Packet filtering, 
proxy, state full inspection or application gateway. A typical 
firewall can use one of these technologies or combination of these 
technologies. In order to test any firewall a person must understand 
the policy of Firewall which is configured. To gather such type 
of information a person must contact system administrator, 
network work administrator or member of the security team. After 
gathering the firewall information in detail the person will be now 
able to identify weather the firewall is correctly configures or 
no and also the person a will get the thorough understanding of  
architecture of the firewall. Before setting up a firewall the policy 
must be in place.  The next and most important step in firewall 
testing to identify that administrator has followed the policy. The 
policies might be patch updates, change controls and backups. 
The overall result of the above steps by auditing a firewall we 
can identify the security vulnerabilities and we can access that 
firewall is fulfilling the organisation policy. These two steps are 
the part of the checklist in firewall testing. In this section I am 
going to conduct a simple firewall testing.  As discussed in the 
above chapters there is different type of firewalls available in 
the market.  Now I am using a Net gear firewall. A Net gear is a 
router which has inbuilt firewall. To get the NETGEAR or router 
IP address in the command prompt window type ipconfig/all, so 
that you will get all the information.  
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If you see the below screen dump you can identify the IP address 
of a wireless LAN.  When you type is ipconfig/all it gives the host 
name, Host name is the local Personal computer name default 
gateway is the router IP address. First I have chosen filtering 
concept and blocked the YouTube web site and tested weather 
it’s allowing or not. Then I tried opening the web site then it is 
not opened. Such way we can block malicious sites.  It gives the 
message of that the Web site is blocked by the NETGEAR. This 
blocking can also be done to particular host.

D. Ping Test/Ping of Death 
To perform a ping test one must know the IP address of the 
victim computer.  To find the victim computer in the NETGEAR 
window go to the attached devices. Take the IP address of the 
victim computer.  
Selected IP address as 192.168.1.2 After choosing the IP address 
of the computer then tried ping in command prompt to check 
whether it’s pinging or not. First when trying to ping got the reply 
message request timed out. That means that the victim PC has a 
firewall, and that firewall blocking to ping.   Then set the firewall 
in off mode.  The victims system has a windows 7 operating 
system which has a built in firewall. Then set the firewall into 
off mode and tried to ping then got the response. Ping of Death 
is a Denial of service attack in which hacker sends ping request 
that is larger than 65,536 bytes. This is the maximum size that IP 
allows.  As the Packets cannot send at a time in one packet it splits 
into packets.  By doing this the buffer overloads and operating 
system crashes at the end. However many operating system has 
fixed this problem.  If you want to try a ping of death attack on 
Syntax: command prompt type ping IP address of host –n (count) 
As windows7 is the latest version of the operating system when,  
tried to ping got the response however some packets are missed 
and the victim system did not crash.  This shows that windows 7 
have fixed the ping of death attack.

E. Advantages of Software Firewall
Software firewalls are cheaper in the market.1. 
Software firewalls are ideally used in home or personal 2. 
computers.
These firewalls are easy to configure and reconfigure.3. 

F. Disadvantage of Software Firewall
Main disadvantage of software firewall is it takes all the 1. 
system resources.
At times software firewalls become difficult to un-install or 2. 
remove from the personal computer. 
Software firewalls are not appropriate where response time 3. 
plays a important role.

G. Advantages of Hardware Firewall
A Hardware firewall is a piece of box which is placed and 1. 
separated form other network components, hence, there will 
not be any interference, load or slowdown the application.  
A Hardware firewall can be moved, shutdown, reconfigured 2. 
with less interference.

H. Disadvantages of Hardware firewall
Hardware firewall is very cost comparative with software 1. 
firewall.
Hardware firewall is difficult to install and upgrade.2. 
Hardware firewall requires physical storage space and 3. 
involves in wiring.

IV. Conclussion
This research has demonstrated uses of the firewall and architecture 
of the firewall and different types of firewall testing’s. Network 
firewall testing is done by the organization over the network to 
check if there are chances of vulnerability and also to maintain 
security policy.  As could not get any chances to test any company’s 
network servers, have done a great research how the test will be 
conducted in the organisation and given a detailed description of 
the firewall testing in the organisation. From the research, conclude 
that penetration test is the best solution of firewall testing for the 
organisations.  
Though it incurs lots of cost, it’s more effective.  Large Organisation 
which have more secure data prefer Penetration test. By taking 
the concept of the penetration test have done a firewall testing.  
First method, have used is filtering concept and blocked the web 
site and tried to open it, it was not opening the netgare firewall 
has blocked it.  
Second approach  have done is on windows 7 operating system, 
have set the firewall into off mode and ping the computer by taking 
IP details form the net gear and it was successful.  Have used ping 
of death concept and pinged the victim system for about 65800 
times.  As windows 7 is a new operating system though firewall is 
in off mode it responded many times however the victim system 
did not crash. The new operating system windows 7 have fixed 
the concept of ping of death.
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